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EFFECT OF FLAP DEFLECTION ON SECTION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF S813 AIRFOIL 

Dan M. Somers 

January 1994 

ABSTRACT 

The effect of small deflections of a 30-percent-chord, simple flap on the section charac- 
teristics of a tip airfoil, the S813, designed for 20- to 30-meter, stall-regulated, horizontal-axis 
wind turbines has been evaluated theoretically. The decrease in maximum lift coefficient due to 
leading-edge roughness increases in magnitude with increasing, positive flap deflection and with 
decreasing Reynolds number. 

INTRODUCTION 

Renewed interest in the use of simple flaps, called “ailerons” within the wind-energy com- 
munity, to provide aerodynamic braking and to regulate peak power has led to the incorporation of 
such control surfaces in a number of recent horizontal-axis wind-turbine designs. In support of 
these activities, a theoretical evaluation of the effect of small deflections of a 30-percent-chord, 
simple flap on the section characteristics of a tip airfoil, the S813 (ref. l), designed for 20- to 
30-meter, stall-regulated, horizontal-axis wind turbines has been conducted, The specific tasks 
performed under this study are described in National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 
Subcontract Number AAO-3- 13023-0 1 - 104879. 

Because of the limitations of the theoretical methods (refs. 2 and 3) employed in this study, 
the range of flap deflections has been limited to -10” to 10’ and the results presented are in no way 
guaranteed to be accurate-either in an absolute or in a relative sense. This statement applies to 
the entire study. 

SYMBOLS 

CP 

C 

cd 

pressure coefficient 

airfoil chord, meters 

section profile-drag coefficient 



c1 section lift coefficient 

Cl,max maximum section lift coefficient 

Cm section pitching-moment coefficient about quarter-chord point 

dCIl,, change in maximum section lift coefficient due to leading-edge roughness, 
[(cZytnax)fixx - (Cl,max)roughl /(Cl,max)free, percent 

L. lower surface 

MU boundary-layer transition mode (ref. 3) 

R Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions and airfoil chord 

S. boundary-layer separation location, 1 - sSep/c 

Ssep 

Sturb 

T. 

U. upper surface 

arc length along which boundary layer is separated, meters 

arc length along which boundary layer is turbulent including ssep, meters 

boundary-layer transition location, 1 - Stub/C 

X airfoil abscissa, meters 

Y airfoil ordinate, meters 

a angle of attack relative to chord line, degrees 

6f 

Subscripts: 

flap deflection, positive downward, degrees 

free 

rough 

transition free, boundary-layer transition mode MU = 3 (ref. 3) 

rough, boundary-layer transition mode MU = 9 (ref. 3) 
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THEORETICAL PROCEDURE 

A sealed, center-hinged, 30-percent-chord9 simple flap was selected as representative of 
current designs. Thus, the location of the flap-hinge point is x/c = 0.700000, y/c = 0.019737. The 
airfoil shape with various flap deflections is shown in figure 1. The coordinates of the S8 13 airfoil 
with nu flap deflection are contained in table I. The S8 13 airfoil thickness is 16-percent chord. 

The Eppler Airfoil Design and Analysis Code (refs. 2 and 3) was used because of confi- 
dence gained during the design, analysis, and experimental verification of several other airfoils. 
(See refs. 4 4 )  Because the panel method cannot evaluate sharp corners in the airfoil contour, an 
arc must be introduced between the flap and the forward portion of the airfoil. Positive flap 
deflections produce such an arc   automatic ally'^ in the upper surface of a real wind-turbine blade, 
but not in the lower surface where a corner is formed. In the real flow, a local separation 
"smooths" this concave corner and, therefore, it is reasonable to introduce an arc in the theoretical 
model. (See ref. 3.) The lengths of the arcs were varied linearly from 0 for both surfaces for a flap 
deflection of 0" to 12-percent chord for the upper surface and 8-percent chord for the lower surface 
for a flap deflection of -10" and to 8-percent chord for the upper surface and 12-percent chord for 
the lower surface for a flap deflection of 10'. 

The section characteristics were predicted for Reynolds numbers of 1 x lo6, 2 x lo6 (the 
design Reynolds number of the 5813 airfoil), and 3 x lo6. The computations were performed with 
transition fYee, with transition fixed at 2-percent chord on the upper surface and 5-percent chord on 
the lower surface using transition mode MU = 1 (ref. 3), and 'rough' using transition mode 
MU = 9 (ref. 3), which simulates distributed roughness due to, for example, leading-edge con- 
tamination by insects or rain. Because the free-stream Mach number for all relevant, wind-turbine 
operating conditions remains below 0.2, all results presented are incompressible. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Pressure Distributions 

The inviscid (potential-flow) pressure distributions for various angles of attack with flap 
deflections of Oo, -5*, -lo", 5", and 10" are shown in figure 2. The effect of negative flap de- 
flection on the inviscid pressure distribution at a = 4' is summarized in figure 3(a) and the effect 
of positive flap deflection at a = Oo, in figure 3(b). 

Transition and Separation Locations 

The variation of boundary-layer transition location with lift coefficient for a flap deflection 
of 0" is shown in figure 4. It should be remembered that the method of references 2 and 3 'defines' 
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the transition location as the end of the laminar boundary layer whether due to natural transition or 
laminar separation. Thus, for conditions which result in relatively long laminar separation bubbles 
(low lift coefficients for the upper surface and high lift coefficients for the lower surface and/or 
low Reynolds numbers), poor agreement between the predicted 'transition' locations and the lo- 
cations measured experimentally can be expected. This poor agreement is worsened by the fact 
that transition is normally confirmed in the wind tunnel only by the detection of attached turbulent 
flow. For conditions which result in shorter laminar separation bubbles (high lift coefficients for 
the upper surface and low lift coefficients for the lower surface and/or high Reynolds numbers), 
the agreement between theory and experiment should be quite good. (See ref. 7.) 

The variation of turbulent boundary-layer separation location with lift coefficient for a flap 
deflection of 0" is also shown in figure 4, A small separation is predicted on the upper surface at 
higher lift coefficients. This separation, which is caused by the 'separation ramp' (ref. a), the steep 
adverse pressure gradient aft of about 90-percent chord (fig. 2(a)), increases in length with transi- 
tion fixed near the leading edge. 

The variations of transition and turbulent-separation locations with lift coefficient for neg- 
ative (upward) flap deflections are shown in figures 5-14. A small separation is predicted on the 
upper surface at higher lift coefficients. This separation increases in length with transition fixed 
near the leading edge. Separation is predicted on the lower surface at lower lift coefficients for 
flap deflections more negative than -4". The separation is particularly large for a Reynolds num- 
ber of 1 x lo6. Such separation usually has little ef€ect on the section characteristics, however. 
This separation decreases in length with transition fixed near the leading edge. 

The variations of transition and turbulent-separation locations with lift coefficient for pos- 
itive (downward) flap deflections are shown in figures 15-24. A small separation is predicted on 
the upper surface at higher lift coefficients. This separation increases in length with transition 
fixed near the leading edge and with increasing flap deflection. Separation is predicted on the 
lower surface at lower lift coefficients for flap deflections greater than 8". The separation is par- 
ticularly large for a Reynolds number of 1 x lo6. This separation is not considered important, 
however, because it occurs at lift coefficients which are not typical of normal wind-turbine 
operations. Such separation usually has little effect on the section characteristics. (See ref. 7.) 

Section Characteristics 

Effect of flap deflection.- The section characteristics with a flap deflection of 0" are shown 
in figure 4, It should be noted that the maximum lift coefficient predicted by the method of ref- 
erences 2 and 3 is not always realistic. Accordingly, an empirical criterion should be applied to 
the computed results. This criterion assumes that the maximum lift coefficient has been reached 
if the drag coefficient of the upper surface is greater than 0.0240 or if the length of turbulent 
separation along the upper surface is greater than 0.10. Thus, the maximum lift coefficient for the 
design Reynolds number of the S8 13 airfoil, 2 x lo6, is predicted to be 1.12, Low profile-drag 
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coefficients are predicted over the range of lift coefficients from about 0 to about 1.0. The zero-lift 
pitching-moment coefficient is predicted to be -0.0770, However, the method of references 2 and 
3 generally overpredicts the pitching-moment coefficient by about 10 percent. Thus, the actual 
zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient should be about -0.07. An additional analysis (not shown) 
indicates that significant (drag-producing) laminar separation bubbles should not occur on either 
surface for any relevant operating condition. 

The section characteristics with negative flap deflections are shown in figures 5-14. The 
angle of attack for zero lift coefficient and the pitching-moment coefficients increase with in- 
creasing, negative flap deflection. The maximum lift coefficient and the upper limit of the 
low-drag range of lift Coefficients decrease with increasing, negative flap deflection. In addition, 
negative flap deflection alters the pressure distribution in the vicinity of the flap hinge (fig. 3(a)), 
nullifying the transition ramp incorporated into the lower surface (ref. 1). As a result, significant 
laminar separation bubbles are predicted for flap deflections more negative than -2'. Thus, 
although the minimum drag coefficient generally decreases with increasing, negative flap deflec- 
tion, the predicted drag coefficients are probably too low because of the bubbles. 

The section characteristics with positive flap deflections are shown in figures 15-24. The 
angle of attack for zero lift coefficient and the pitching-moment coefficients decrease with in- 
creasing, positive flap deflection. The maximum lift coefficient and the upper limit of the 
low-drag range of lift coefficients generally increase with increasing, positive flap deflection. For 
the larger, positive flap deflections, the maximum lift coefficient coincides with the upper limit of 
the low-drag range. This coincidence occurs for flap deflections greater than 0" for a Reynolds 
number of 1 x lo6, for flap deflections greater than 5' for a Reynolds number of 2 x lo6, and for 
flap deflections greater than 8" for a Reynolds number of 3 x lo6. Positive flap deflection alters 
the pressure distribution in the vicinity of the flap hinge (fig.3(b)), nullifying the transition ramps 
incorporated into both the upper and lower surfaces (ref. 1). As a result, significant laminar sep- 
aration bubbles are predicted for all positive flap deflections. The bubbles are particularly severe 
for flap deflections greater than 6'. 

The effect of flap deflection on maximum lift coefficient is summarized in figure 25. 

Effect of roughness.- The effect of roughness on the section characteristics with a flap 
deflection of 0" is shown in figure 4. The maximum lift coefficient is unaffected by fixing tran- 
sition because transition on the upper surface is predicted to occur forward of 2-percent chord at 
the maximum lift coefficient. For the rough condition, the maximum lift coefficient for the design 
Reynolds number of the S813 airfoil, 2 x lo6, is predicted to be 1.10, a reduction of less than two 
percent from that for the transition-free condition. The drag coefficients are, of course, adversely 
affected by the roughness. 

The effect of roughness on the section characteristics with negative flap deflections are 
shown in figures 5-14. The maximum lift coefficient is relatively unaffected by leading-edge 
roughness. 
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The effect of roughness on the section characteristics with positive flap deflections are 
shown in figures 15-24. For flap deflections where the maximum lift coefficient coincides with 
the upper limit of the low-drag range, the maximum lift coefficient is affected by fixing transition 
because transition on the upper surface is predicted to occur aft of 2-percent chord at the maximum 
lift coefficient. The decrease in maximum lift coefficient due to leading-edge roughness increases 
in magnitude with' increasing flap deflection and with decreasing Reynolds number. 

The effect of flap deflection on the percent change in maximum lift coefficient due to 
leading-edge roughness is summarized in figure 26. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The effect of small deflections of a 30-percent-chordy simple flap on the section charac- 
teristics of a tip airfoil, the S8 13, designed for 20- to 30-meter, stall-regulated, horizontal-axis 
wind turbines has been evaluated theoretically. The decrease in maximum lift coefficient due to 
leading-edge roughness increases in magnitude with positive flap deflection and with decreasing 
Reynolds number. 
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TABLE I.- S8 13 AIRFOIL COORDINATES 

Upper Surface Lower Surface 

x/c 
0.0026 1 

.01017 

.02259 

.0397 1 
$6 130 
,087 14 
.I 1693 
.15034 
.I8702 
.22656 
.26852 
,31245 
,35786 
.40425 
.45 109 
.49785 
,54414 
,58991 
.63530 
A8048 
.72532 
.76921 
,81126 
.85064 
,88649 
.9 1823 
.94559 
.96820 
,98539 
,99626 

1 .00000 

Y/C 
0.007 13 

.OM7 

.02504 

.03441 

.04377 

.05294 

.06173 

.07001 

.07761 

,Q9026 
,09505 
.09864 
.lo092 
.lo174 
.lo089 
,09799 
,09277 
.08526 
.07589 
.(I6549 
,05491 
.04473 
.03527 
,02669 
.01890 
.01202 
,00644 
,00259 
.00057 
.ooooo 

.oa44i 

X/C 

0.00002 
.00355 
.01332 
,02821 
,04797 
,07237 
.lo117 
.I3406 
A7071 
,21075 
,25375 
,29926 
,34677 
.39578 
A4572 
.49604 
.54617 
.59573 
.64476 
.69355 
,74176 
.78848 
33277 
A7364 
.91013 
.94 134 
,96649 
.98493 
.99620 

1 .ooooo 

Y/C 
-0.00057 
- ,007 47 
-,01450 
-.02 162 
-.02848 
-.03492 
-.04077 
4 4 5 9 5  
-.05036 
-.05394 
-.05664 
-.05843 
-,05927 
-.US914 
-.05801 
-.05580 
-.05237 
-.047 45 
-.04084 
-.03305 
-.02508 
-.(I177 1 
-.01138 
-.00638 
-.00283 
-.00066 

,00032 
.00047 
.00019 
.ooooo 
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